PRESS RELEASE

Sodexo Leverages IBM® Maximo® Technology
capabilities to Create Connected Workplace
Experiences
Hannover, Germany – June 11, 2018 - Sodexo, World Leader in Quality of Life Services, today announces
that the company will harness the enhanced capabilities of IBM® Maximo® to handle and transform its
worldwide asset management function and to meet the diverse needs of a wide array of client facilities and
demographics, spanning offices, hospitals, research centers, schools and factories.

IBM Maximo provides Sodexo with real time data analysis and optimization across 2.5 million assets, making it
easier to streamline global operations. Building an asset management program around Maximo will layer further
agility and flexibility into Sodexo’s existing IBM Maximo asset management as-a-service solution, which was
implemented in 2017.
“At Sodexo, we are highly focused on the consumer journey, ensuring an optimal environment for consumers at
all service touchpoints, and always looking for new ways to improve upon their quality of life through our facilities
management capabilities,” said Keith Hamer, Vice President, Asset Management and Engineering, Sodexo.
“Through IBM Maximo, we are now able to deliver a better, connected workplace that links these advanced
technologies to the everyday consumer experience, from walking in the building to going to lunch to when they
leave the facility.”
With a diverse set of facilities and a variety of client needs, Sodexo uses IBM Maximo to monitor and measure
performance of the facilities infrastructure and environment, with a focus on overall health and well-being of
individual facilities and their impact on tenants, such as air quality, temperature and lighting as well as the quality
and quantity of services.
In addition, digital management enables Sodexo to build strong service touch points along the entire consumer
journey, using the data gathered from building systems to develop stronger, more responsive and predictive
solutions that, in-turn, contribute to a better overall quality of life for consumers. Already, Sodexo has used that
technology to determine the correlation between air quality and student performance in an education facility in
China, allowing them to better monitor and manage oxygen volume within the building to improve the cognitive
performance of the school’s students.
“IBM Maximo is at the heart of our connected workplace program, generating and managing the workflow of
Asset Management services in facilities,” said Keith Hamer “and is fundamental as a key element of our global
integrated services programme”.
"Buildings generate massive amounts of data," said Bret Greenstein, Global Vice President of IBM Watson
Internet of Things. "IBM Maximo asset management is providing Sodexo with real-time visibility of what is going
on within buildings, delivering valuable insights into these environments as people live and work."

About Sodexo
Founded in Marseille in 1966 by Pierre Bellon, Sodexo is the global leader in services that improve Quality of Life, an essential
factor in individual and organizational performance. Operating in 80 countries, Sodexo serves 100 million consumers each day
through its unique combination of On-site Services, Benefits and Rewards Services and Personal and Home Services. Through
its more than 100 services, Sodexo provides clients an integrated offering developed over 50 years of experience: from food
services, reception, maintenance and cleaning, to facilities and equipment management; from services and programs fostering
employees’ engagement to solutions that simplify and optimize their mobility and expenses management, to in-home assistance,
child care centers and concierge services. Sodexo’s success and performance are founded on its independence, its sustainable
business model and its ability to continuously develop and engage its 427,000 employees throughout the world.
Sodexo is included in the CAC 40 and DJSI indices.
Key figures (as of August 31, 2017)
20.7 billion euro in consolidated revenues
427,000 employees
19th largest employer worldwide
80 countries
100 million consumers served daily
11.8 billion euro in market capitalization (as of April 11, 2018)
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